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Chapter 1

Noblesse Oblige Society Herald's Oath

You shall swear to our sovereign crown to be true in all manner point. You shall strive to be 
serviceable and secret in all points, except treason, and obedient to all Knights and Peers, Lords and 
Ladies. You shall be honest in all reports and dealings. Always fair and diligent in your work, ever 
striving to improve that you may better serve your Kingdom. 

Expectations

Above all else remember that you are a servant to the Kingdom. Most people have neither the 
time, the desire, nor the ability to learn the rules of heraldry or the language of blazonry – we should 
not expect it of them for our own convenience. Do not look down on them for they each have a skill 
that you do not. 

Your opinion of the person, their choice of persona, etc. should not enter in to your decisions 
when helping them. Be careful when reviewing submissions and ask a second opinion when uncertain 
to be sure personal taste is not interfering with your judgment. 

Offer suggestions for alternatives when the requests will not work. A flat 'no' will not help the 
one submitting – give them a few minutes of your time, it means a lot to the populace.

The rules of heraldry can get complicated – the rules are numerous and there always seem to be 
exceptions. We will all make mistakes now and then so do not let that trouble you too much. Just do the
best you can and everyone will be happy! 

There are three primary things to consider when looking at a submission - 

1. Is it reasonably period?
This is tough since there are quite a few areas that did not use heraldry and where they did, it 

was often not recorded properly. Many people had unofficial devices that they would use unless 
someone protested. In general, the earlier the period – the more simple the arms. There are certain 
charges only seen in certain areas... or never seen. 

As for names, the names should both be either from the chosen period or before. Many names 
fall from favor over time but it is not uncommon for a name to be passed down through the centuries 
from father to son or mother to daughter. In this way, an name may be seen well after it's originating 
period.

2. Does it conflict with an existing device? Is it presumptuous?
Each device should have at least three major differences from any other to make sure it is easily 

distinguished. Presumption is another matter. A presumptuous device would be one that uses a 
restricted charge implying greater achievements than have been earned (A rose, a belt, a crown, etc.)

A presumptuous name would be 'Agatha Tudor' or another name associated strictly with royalty.
This is also why the Tudor Rose is disallowed. 



3. Is it offensive?
Though it is difficult to balance at times and causes proper medieval charges to be disallowed, 

we must take in to account modern associations with symbols. A good example is the fylfot (now 
known better as a swastika) - a proper and not entirely uncommon symbol in medieval times... but 
these days it is so strongly associated with hate groups that it should not be considered for use.

There will occasionally be a charge allowed that is not period as far as we can find – but may 
well have existed. Objects or tools known to exist but not found in armory are good examples. 



Chapter 2 

Approving a Name

This is often one of the most difficult decisions for any new member to make. It will be the 
name by which they are remembered from that point on whether they like it or not. Encourage them to 
choose wisely. 

Our greatest challenge is to instill an understanding in the new member that the name must be 
historically accurate. You will often hear requests for names from the most recent medieval or fantasy 
movie, game and television shows. Sometimes they are possible but you must question why they want 
this name. Is it something they will regret?

The most common question is where to start in looking for a name. The natural course is often 
to look back at the family tree and learn where your roots lie. Some find great inspiration in this but 
many change their mind a few months in as they get more acquainted with the other options. 
Ultimately, the best method is to show them pictures of the clothing from the various countries and 
periods. More often than not, the reason someone changes a persona will be because they dislike the 
clothing and want something a bit more simple. 

Before approving a name, be sure to make sure they understand what it entails. Have them look 
in to the history of the chosen area in that time period, look at the clothing and see whether they really 
want to wear what was common in that area. Discourage cross-cultural parents – many people hope to 
enjoy the best of both worlds by claiming parents from vastly different cultures. This causes more 
problems and confusion than anything. 

The next question is where to look to find names. There are a number of reliable sources though
it is best to trust old records for taxes, births and deaths. For those on a budget – there is an excellent 
website: http://s-gabriel.org/ 

They research very carefully and keep good records of their discoveries. NOS has also begun its
own records of names. If possible, download copies of each Big Book of Names. 

Each name must consist of at least two elements – a given and a byname. The byname may 
consist of something to identify the person's lineage, location, occupation, distinctive personality or 
feature of appearance. 

Once a name is chosen, check against existing names to make sure there is no conflict. It will be
impossible to avoid repeated first names but try to avoid too many identical surnames outside of family
units. 

http://s-gabriel.org/


Chapter 3

Approving a Device

Many members will have an idea of what they want. Have them describe or draw it out. Most of
the time it will not be heraldically proper for one reason or another. Do your best to make minor 
changes to allow them the use of something close.

What to check for:

1. Conflicts in Color
Do not mind the shade it is depicted in. While the official version will use bright colors, as long 

as there is suitable contrast the applicant may use darker or lighter shades in display. Check to make 
sure there is not color-on-color or metal-on-metal 

2. Are the charges used tactfully?
This is the most difficult part of the job. Are you letting personal preference get in the way of 
fair judgment? Try to stick to the rules outlined in charge grouping. If there are three or more 
charges used and all are different – that is generally not acceptable. 

3. Does it conflict with another device?
There should be at least three major differences between each device unless the owner of the 
original agrees to allow the conflict. Even then, it will only reduce the requirement to two 
differences. The differences can be in color, division, the direction the charge faces, line 
treatments, etc. Attributes are not counted as differences (such as the color of tongues or claws).



Chapter 4

Recommended Reading

I am not including a section on Blazonry in this Handbook – it will have its own. It is 
recommended each Herald learn this jargon as soon as they can. 

A Grammar of Blazonry:
http://heraldry.sca.org/armory/bruce.html

A Dictionary of Heraldry
Stephen Friar

Concise Encyclopedia of Heraldry
Guy Cadogan Rothery

The Heraldic Art Source Book
Peter Spurrier



Chapter 5

Designing a Device

Part 1 – Points of the Shield 

Part 2 - Tinctures and Furs

Part 3 – Divisions 

Part 4 – Variations of the Line

Part 5 – Ordinaries

Part 6 – Sub-Ordinaries

Part 7 - Charge Types

Part 8 - Charge Orientation

Part 9 - Charge Attitudes

Part 10 - Charge Attributes



Part 1
Points of the Shield 

1 – Chief 8 – Honour Point

2 – Dexter 9 – Fess Point

3 – Sinister 10 – Nombril Point

4 – Base 11 – Dexter Base

5 – Dexter Chief 12 – Sinister Base

6 – Middle Chief 13 – Middle Base 

7 – Sinister Chief



Part 2
Tinctures and Furs

There are two main types of colors. Metals and Tinctures. In order to make sure there is a strong
enough contrast, if the background is a color, anything on top of it must be colored with a metal and 
vice versa. 

When the field is divided both sides may be colors or metals as they are considered to be beside 
each other rather than one resting over the other. 

Because black is a tincture it should not be used to draw the lines of charges if it can be helped. 
For official versions of devices it is often best to use a darker shade of the color of the charge. The 
smaller inset shields show the shades I use for this. It is also ideal for diapering.

There is some amount of symbolism with colors. Argent symbolises truth, sincerity, peace, 
innocence and purity. Or represents wisdom, generosity, glory, constancy and faith. Sable is wisdom, 
grief, constancy and prudence. Vert stands for abundance, joy, hope and loyalty in love. Azure 
symbolises loyalty, chastity, truth, strength and faith. Gules is magnanimity, military strength, warrior 
and martyr. Purpure represents temperance, regal, justice, royal majesty and sovereignty. 

Keep in mind all these meanings were determined after our period – before then the meanings 



were determined on a personal level. Most of the symbolism found in heraldry is well after our period 
but I will be including it where possible due to  the large number of people who are interested in it. In 
many cases having the meanings available will help them decide what they want in what is most 
certainly an overwhelming number of possibilities. 

Occasionally a charge may be emblazoned as 'proper'. This will grant the colors normally seen 
in life. For trees or people, this will add the shades of brown and skin tone which are normally not 
allowed. For the purpose of contrast, consider brown to be a tincture though flesh tone should be 
acceptable as either. 



An alternative to metals and tinctures are furs. These are the standard colors – others may be 
substituted but must be stated. Fair is meant to represent animal hides (though some say cups) and 
potents are meant to represent crutches. 

For the purpose of charging, Ermine and Erminois are metals, Ermines and Pean are colors. Vair
and Potent are true neutral.

Part 3

When creating a device it is easiest to imagine you are assembling it from blocks. The field is 



the base layer and when divided like this, the pieces are considered to be set side by side. A quartered 
field is four squares pushed together. Anything else added to the device will be layered on top of it.

It is important to note that the field itself is a square. Because the device will inevitably be 
placed on a shield – something that requires alteration to make it fit properly – it is helpful to design it 
with the applicant's desired shield shape in mind. 

Part 4
Variations of the Line

This is when certain patterns are repeated to form a more decorative line. These are most 
commonly used on divisions, ordinaries and sub-ordinaries but are occasionally applied to charges. 

Angled Arched/Enarched Double Arched
Bevilled Clover Leaf Crested
Dentilly Dancetty Indented



Dovetailed Ecartelle Embattled
Fir Tree Engrailed      Embattled Grady
Fir Twig Invected Nebuly – Small         



Nebuly – Large Nowy Potenty
Raguly Rayonne Undy
Urdy Wavy



Part 5
Ordinaries

Ordinaries, also known as Honorable Ordinaries, are simple geometric designs formed by 
straight lines. Variations of the line can be used on some to aid in differencing. Unlike divisions they 
are subject to the tincture rule. There are meanings attributed to all of them as well as variations to 
each. Most ordinaries are meant to take up 1/3 of the space on the shield with their variations getting 
smaller – usually half the size of the one before. Even so, the original ordinary is usually drawn a bit 
smaller than 1/3.

The Chief is unusual in that it can be combined with other ordinaries and sub ordinaries but the 
field below it will be treated as the full field. It's diminutive, the fillet, should always be kept at the 
bottom of the chief's location.

It is said to symbolise dominion and authority.



The Pale is a vertical bar. It is often thought to represent the post of a fence and thus indicates a 
warrior who defends their lands. A variation is the pale endorsed.



The Bend has more diminutives than most of the others. It is thought to represent a sash of 
honor worn by a knight or military commander. The Bendlet is sometimes also called a 'Garter'.

A variation is the Bend Sinister. It does not denote someone evil as the name might imply – the 
'sinister' refers to the right side of the shield where the bend begins. Most things start or face left 
(Dexter) by default. To have anything turned the other direction it is noted as being or facing sinister. 
The baton has a couple of alternate terms as well. Baston and batoon are also used. This particular 
variant is said to have been used mostly to denote the bastard child of a noble.



The Fess is said to represent a military belt or girdle of honor and shows one who is always ready for 
battle. If you wish to have more than one fess it must be termed a bar.



The Chevron represents the gable of a roof.



The Cross is often used due to its religious symbolism. It symbolises protection.

The Saltire is an ancient symbol, the exact meaning of which is unknown. If multiple saltires 
are borne, they will always be couped straight – not diagonally. Couped is default – any other treatment
must be defined. 

A single saltire is assumed to touch the edges unless otherwise stated. 



Part 6
Sub-Ordinaries

These are geometric additions much like ordinaries but they are held in lesser esteem. These 
mostly seem to have come about in an attempt to aid in differencing. Most can be used in conjuction 
with ordinaries, though sub-ordinaries will be blazoned after the ordinary.

Gyron of One Gyron of Four Inescutcheon
Fusil Lozenge Mascle
Rustre Bordure Fret



Billet Orle Tressure
Flaunches Double Tressure

Gyrons may be borne in one, four, six, ten or twelve. They symbolise unity. 

An Inescutcheon is a smaller shield in the center of the device. This is dependent on the shape 
of the shield it is borne on, following the outline. On a banner, use the shield shape used by the armiger.
Symbolises defense

Fusils have a little bit of uncertainty surrounding them but it is generally agreed that they 
represent spindles for spinning thread. Symbolises labor and industry.

Lozenge is a diamond shape that symbolises honesty and constancy. Also known to be a token 
of noble birth. 

Mascle is a voided lozenge.

Rustre is a circle pierced lozenge.

Bordures are often used for differencing, particularly between relatives. 

A Fret is formed by a bendlet, a scarpe and a mascle woven together. Multiple frets may be used
to create a lattice. This is termed Fretty. Frets symbolize persuasion.

Billets are small rectangular shapes. They may represent a letter, a plate of metal or wood. On 



occasion they are charged. Most often they are used as a semy called Billettee. Most often used by 
scribes and scholars. 

An Orle is a narrow border set far enough in to allow the field to be seen along the outer edge of
the device. It should be about half the width of a bordure. Symbolises preservation or protection. It is 
often viewed as a mark of honor. 

Tressure and Double Tressure are diminutives of the Orle, often flory at the points. Symbolises 
preservation or protection.

Flaunches are always borne in pairs.



Part 7
Charge Types

'Charge' refers to any object or creature added to a device. This is where the average person will
begin to have the most trouble. Where to begin? What are the possibilities? These are the most common
questions and they can be doozies. The number of options is staggering. Any creature known in the 
north eastern hemisphere is generally allowable. Most already exist even if they are heavily stylized. 
Monsters of many kinds are found and new chimera are possible within reason. Any creature can be 
given wings or a fish tail. Any items, tools, or weapons known in period may be used. People are seen 
on occasion as well. 

In all cases you will most likely hear some variation of 'Does it have to be that ugly?' 
Heraldic art does tend to be simple, exaggerated and... by modern standards -not very pretty. 

Not all of us are great artists and that is exactly WHY the style is so simple. Each herald will have their 
own style, though. There is nothing wrong with improving things as long as you maintain the basics. 
Heraldic tygers do not have stripes. Antelopes have fangs and tufted hair. These are what they believed 
in period and to make a more realistic version would step too far from medieval to look right. It can be 
difficult to find a balance that the applicant and herald can both approve of but do the best you can and 
if nothing else let them know that once it has been approved they can change the details, the shades of 
the colors, the style within reason. Just be sure they understand that too much deviation will make their 
device stand out in a bad way. 

There seems to be little widely accepted order so we will attempt to create categories that will 
help break it down somewhat. 

Animals - Within this category there are some that are traditionally given a bit more attention:

Beasts of Prey: Lion, Bear, Cat-a-mountain
This will encompass any predatory creature though there are few listed in the 
sources I was able to find.

Beasts of the Chase: Deer, Horse, Dogs, Fox, Coney
These are creatures usually involved in hunts.

Beats of the Field: Bovines, Goats, Rams
This seems to be mostly livestock.

Beasts of Venery:  Boar, Wolf
This ones is more difficult to find. It seems to hold mostly dangerous creatures 
that were hunted. 

Finding a set, reliable list for these is very difficult. Most sources seem to agree on a few
but some of them will drift from one list to another. 

Geometric – This category will cover annulets, billets, roundels, fusils, mullets, and even 
goutes as they are quite simple.

Crosses & Knots – These are numerous and popular enough to be granted a separate category. 



Objects – This will cover a wide range including structures, tools, weapons and clothing. 

Plants – Here you will find flowers, trees and fruit.

Monster & Chimera – This is where you will find mythical creatures such as dragons and 
unicorns as well as creations such as sea-horses and sea-dogs. 

Restricted – These can only be used if the honors they imply have been earned. 

These will be expanded upon in a separate file.



Part 8
Charge Groups and Orientation

There are no set rules but there are some common arrangements. 

Three items are usually arranged two-and-one. This needs not be mentioned in the blazon but 
any other arrangement should be. Charges are often arranged along the lines of ordinaries.

Two-and-one    In Pale

Four items in a cross or saltire

Four items – three and one



Five items in cross or saltire

Charges that are charged.

When grouped like this, charges are considered to be a single item.



Part 9
Charge Attitudes

Attitudes refer to the poses of the beasts and positions of items. There are a few that are specific
to certain charges or certain types of beasts. I will list the attitudes and their meanings here, please refer
to the Illustrated Blazon Glossary for examples of each. 

Addorsed – Said of two charges, usually but not always animals, turned back to back. When used in 
reference to bird wings they are raised as if to take flight so that only the top of the bird's right wing 
shows behind the fully displayed left wing.

Affronty – An animal facing the spectator or in full aspect, which is more correct when applied to a 
bird. A creature affronty is by default sejant. 

Apaumy – Said of a hand with the palm showing.

Ascendant – Said of rays, flames, or smoke issuing upwards.

Assurgent – Rising out of. 

At Bay – This term is the same as Statant when applied to deer.

At Gaze – This is the same as Statant Guardant when applied to deer.

Bicapitated – Having two heads. Seen most often in eagles.

Bicorporated – Having two bodies sharing one head – the face being affronty. Seen most often with 
lions.

Boltant or Bolting – Applies to a hare or coney springing forward. Equivalent of Salient. 

Braced – Interlaced, as chevrons or annulets.

Breathing – Applies to deer. It is the same as 'At Gaze'.

Browsing – Applies to deer and depicts it grazing. 

Caboshed/Cabossed – Applies to the heads of beasts when borne full-faced and with no part of the 
neck being visible.

Careering – Said of a horse. It is the equivalent of Salient.

Clenched – Said of a hand when closed.



Close – Applied to the wings of birds and to helmets.

Clymant or Climant – Applied to goats. It is the equivalent of Salient.

Combatant – Said when two beasts of prey are rampant and placed face to face. Also used to describe 
goats in this position. 

Conjoined, Conjunct or Joinant – Joined together but not interlaced. Most often used of annulets or 
mascles.

Couchant – A beast lying down but with head raised. 

Courant, Current or Cursant – A beast running, depicted at full stride with all four legs in the air. A 
stag will be said to be 'at speed'. A hound will be 'in full course'

Coward – A beast with tail between its legs and head lower than usually depicted. 

Debruised  - A term applied most often to an animal having an ordinary or other charge placed over it 
and extended over the field as well. It is more common to see the term 'surmounted by' although 
'depressed' and 'oppressed' are also seen used in the same way. 

Declinant – Said of the tail of a serpent when hanging down

Defamed – A term applied to lions and other beasts when the tail is removed. 

Dejected – Of the head or tail of an animal when hanging down.

Disclosed – Describes a bird with wings open but tips pointed down.

Displayed  - Most commonly seen in eagles but can apply to any bird. Depicts wings open wide and 
legs spread. 

Diverse – An irregular term applied to three sword or other charges facing different directions.

Dormant – Sleeping, lying down with head resting on the fore-paws.

Dorsed  - Showing the back. Particularly of a hand. 

Draught in – Said of a bow and arrow when fully drawn as if about to fire.

Elevated – When applied to wings it signifies that they point upward.

Embowed – Bent or bowed. Applied to human arms but more frequently to dolphins. 

Embraced – Most often refers to annulets when linked together. Braced is also used. 

Embracing – Hands are sometimes so described; also sometimes improperly used of annulets when 
braced.



Enarched – Same as Embowed.

Endorsed – Often used in place of Addorsed but should be avoided as unnecessary.

Enfiled – When a sword is drawn with the head of a beast, a coronet or other object so placed that the 
blade pierces it through, the sword is said to be enfiled with the object. 

Enhanced – When a charge is raised above the normal position. 

Engoulant or Ingullant – Swallowing or devouring. Interchangable with Vorant

Enraged – Applied to a horse whe salient. Also used for a boar.

Entoured, Entwined, Enveloped, Enwrapped, Entwisted, Environed – More terms for one charge 
twining around another. Environed is more frequently applied when the charge is surrounded by 
wreaths, and entoured, perhaps, when other charges are placed around in orle: also used of a shield 
which is decorated with branches.

Erect – Used to depict anything upright such as the heads or tails of animals. Also of a serpent or other 
reptile in place of 'rampant'. It should not be used for any charge that is normally in an upright position.

Expanded or Expansed – Interchangeable with displayed though some use displayed for birds of prey 
and expanded for the more tame fowl.

Extendant – Sometimes used the same as displayed, more often to signify a charge generally found 
curved (such as a serpent) is borne straight. 

Eyrant or Ayrant – Applied to birds when posed as if sitting on their nest. 

Faces – The cabossed head of a feline. Occasionally also used for humans although 'head' is more 
proper.

Fettered – Describes an animal with two legs tied to a block of wood. Horses are termed Spancelled. 

Flected or Flexed – Used to describe an arm bent at the elbow. Embowed is also allowable.

Forcene or Frighted – A horse rampant. 

Gardant or Guardant – Of creatures with the face turned toward the spectator.

Genuant – Kneeling, used most often in regard to people, angels, etc.

Glissant or Gliding – A serpent gliding horizontally in an undulant position. 

Haurient – Breathing, a term applied to fish in an erect position. 

Hovering – Of a bird when the wings are open but the points down. Disclosed is the term most often 
used, though. 



Indorsed – Said of two animals or items turned back to back. Interchangeable with addorsed.

Ingulphant or Ingullant – Swallowing prey. Interchangeable with the more common Vorant.

Interlaced – Of any three charges so arranged, such as angles, annulets, or fish. May also be used of 
two chefrons. Braced, embraced and fretted may also be used. 

Inverted or Reversed – Used when the charge is turned upside down. When referencing wings, the 
tips point downward. 

Involved -  Said of a serpent when twisted round in a circular direction. 

Issuant or Issant – Arising from the bottom line of a field or chief, or from the upper line of a fesse. 

Lodged – Said of deer of chase when couchant. 

Naiant – Swimming, applied to fish borne fesswise. 

Nascent – Issuing from the middle of an ordinary. Sometimes confused with issuant which should be 
restricted to charges rising from the upper line of a base, fess, or the lower line of a chief. 

Nowed – Twisted to form a knot. Usually applied to tails of beasts or serpents. 

Passant – Applied to four-legged creatures walking. The right front leg raised with all others on the 
ground. Counter passant would indicate the beast is walking to sinister. 

Pendent – Hanging down, as a leaf or fruit with the stalk upwards. When applied to a crescent it 
implies that the horns are downward. 

Perched – Of a bird resting on a perch or tree. 

Pouncing – Said of a bird of prey with talons outstretched to catch prey. 

Preying or Trussing – Said of a bird of prey when standing over a meal – usually rabbit or fish. 
Usually the wings are overt inverted. 

Pride, in his – Said of a peacock affronty with tail expanded.

Profile, in – Used sometimes in describing heads of men. 

Questing – Of a dog searching. Passant with head looking downward. 

Rampant – Of a beast rearing up to attack. This is used almost entirely for beasts of prey. 

Rapin – Said to mean devouring or feeding upon as Vorant but not seen much in use. 

Rearing – Said of horse or deer when Salient.

Rebated – Having the point cut off. Mullets, swords, etc. 



Recursant – Said of an eagle close in trian aspect with the back to the spectator. 

Recurvant or Revertant – Bowed embowed, or bent in an S shape. 

Regardant or Reguardant – Looking back. 

Respectant or Respecting each other – Used to describe any docile animals, even birds and fish, 
borne facing each other. Beasts of prey so arranged are said to be combatant. 

Rising – Of a bird taking flight, head upturned and wings raised. The wings may be displayed, 
addorsed, elevated or inverted. 

Salient – Applied to a beast borne as if leaping on prey with the hind legs on the ground. Goats are said
to be Clymant. Smaller animals often blazoned Saltant. 

Segreant – Applied to a Griffin instead of rampant. It includes the wings being expanded. Sometimes 
used with dragons. 

Sejant – Applied to beasts to signify that they are sitting. A squirrel sejant is different as the fore paws 
are raised. Any other animal in such position would be sejant erect. 

Soaring – Interchangeable with Rising – it depicts a bird taking flight with wings outstretched and 
head raised. 

Spancelled – A horse with two legs fettered to a log of wood. 

Spread – Occasionally used in place of Displayed for birds. 

Springing – Sometimes applied to beasts of chase instead of Salient, also to fishes borne bendwise. 

Stalking – Sometimes applied to long-legged birds instead of 'walking' with one leg raised. 

Statant – A term that signified a beast standing still with all feet on the ground, usually the front feet 
together and the back right leg slightly forward. 

Surgerant or Surgeant – Uncommon terms interchangeable with Rising. Most commonly seen with 
the falcon.

Surmounted By – A term used when a charge is placed over another of a different tincture. 

Tergiant – Of a tortoise, etc. having the back turned toward the spectator as if viewed from above. 

Transfixed – A charge pierced through, most often by a sword. 

Trappings – The bridle, harness and saddle of a horse when of a different tincture. 

Transversed – A charge turned to the sinister. 



Tricorporated – Having three bodies with one head faced affronty.

Trippant – Of deer. It is the same as passant for other animals. 

Trotting – Of a horse. It is the same as passant for other animals. 

Trussed – Of a bird, interchangeable with close. At rest with its wings folded. 

Trussing – Of birds, interchangeable with Preying. 

Upright – Interchangeable with Erect.

Vigilance, in its – A stork, crane or heron standing on one leg and supporting a stone in the other. The 
reasoning being that if it falls asleep it will drop the stone, make noise and wake back up. 

Volant – A bird in flight, facing dexter with wings spread. 

Vorant – The most common term for an animal eating another. Most often seen of dolphins eating fish.

Vulned – Used for an animal wounded and bleeding. Most often seen with a pelican vulning herself to 
feed her young and severed heads. Embrued is sometimes incorrectly used as it applies only to 
inanimate objects. 



Part 10
Charge Attributes

These are smaller variations to a charge that, depending on the magnitude, may or may not 
count as differencing. A different colored tongue is not as drastic a change as removing the front legs of
a beast. 

Adorned – An article of clothing charged. 

Alternate or Alternated – Sometimes applied to the tinctures of a charge that offers the possibility – 
as in a plume of feathers. 

Armed – When any beast of prey has teeth and claws, or any beast of chase (except stags) has horns 
and hoofs, or any bird of prey beak and talons, of a tincture different from the body. These do not count
toward differencing and are exempt from the tincture rule.

Banded – Used when two or more objects (such as a garb or branches of a tree) are bound together 
with a band of a different tincture.

Beaked – Said of eagles or other birds when the beak is of a different tincture.

Belled – Applied to a hawk or falcon having bells affixed to its legs. Occasionally seen when bells are 
attached to other animals.

Bladed – Used when the blade or sprout of any grain is a different tincture. Most often seen with corn.

Blasted – Leafless. Applies to trees.

Cabled – Said of an anchor having a rope. 

Campaned – Bells pendent from a fess bar or file. The number must be named.

Cleyed – Applied to the hooves of boars when of a different tincture.

Collared – Having a collar. Gorged is used more often, though.

Combed – Used of a cock when the comb is of a different tincture. 

Crested – Of a bird when its crest is of another tincture. 

Crined – Used for a human's hair or a horses' mane. 

Croaking – Of a raven or crow when the mouth is opened. Does not count toward differencing. 

Cubit Arm – An arm couped at the elbow



Cuffed – Used of an arm vested with a sleeve, of which the cuff is another tincture.

Decked – Sometimes said of feathers trimmed at their edges with a different tincture. 

Decrescent or In Decrement – When the horns of a crescent moon face sinister.

Demi or Demy – French for half. Applied to an animal when only the upper or fore half are borne. If 
applied to inanimate objects usually the dexter half per pale is used. 

Dimidiated – Alternate term for Demi

Dismembered – Applied to beasts whose head, feet, and tails are cut off but remain in the proper 
places allowing the field to be seen through them. The term is known but no examples have been found
yet. 

Distilling drops of blood – Said sometimes of a part of an animal. Depicted by three or more red 
goutes. 

Domed – Describes the dome of a tower.

Edged – Used to describe the surface formed by the pages of a book. 

Embrued – Bloody. Because the blood is on the item and not dripping it is different from distilling. 
Weapons are most often blaszoned this way. Sometimes also seen applied to an animal – usually a wolf.

Enaluron – A bordure enaluron is used to describe a border charged with eight birds of any kind.

Entoyer, Entoire, or Entier – A bordure charged with eight figures other than animals or plants.

Enurney – A border charged with eight beasts

Environed – Encircled by

Equipped – Of a ship with sails, ropes, anchor, etc. in a different tincture.

Eradicated – Said of a plant that has been torn up by the roots.

Erased – The head or limb of an animal torn off to leave a jagged edge.

Feathered – Having arrows or plumage. Usually used in regard to the fleches of arrows.

Finned – Of dolphins or fish when fins are of a different tincture.

Flammant – A charge with flames of a different tincture. Usually an alter, a beacon, a bush, a 
firebrand, etc.

Flighted – Applies to the fletching of an arrow when of a different tincture.

Flory or Floretty – A charge ending in flowers – often in a fleur-de-lis style. Usually seen applied to 



crosses. 

Fracted – Broken. This can be applied to charges as well as ordinaries. The break should have a 
jagged, uneven edge. 

Fringed – Edged with fringe, said of flags, cushions, etc. 

Fructed – Bearing fruit, usually with the fruit of a different tincture but not always. 

Fulgent – Said of a charge with rays shining out from it. Most often a cross or other religious symbol. 

Furnished – A horse completely caparisoned. 

Garnished – Ornamented; as a sword when the hilt and pommel are of another tincutre. 

Gemmed – Describes a ring with a gem of another color.

Glory, in his – A full sun with face.

Gorged – Collared. Can be applied to any animal

Habited – Clothed or vested

Hafted – A weapon or tool with the handle in a different tincture.

Helved – With handle or haft of a different tincture, such as of a pole-arm.

Hilt and Hilted – The handle of the sword of a different tincture. This does not include the pommel or 
guard. 

Hooped – Having bands of another tincture. Applies to buckets, barrels, etc.

Horned – Of a bull, unicorn, etc. when the horns are of another tincture. 

Husked – When the husk is of a different tincture. Used for acorns, etc.

Incensed – Said of panthers and other wild beasts with fire issuing from mouth and ears. 

Increment or Increscent – A crescent moon with horns to the dexter.

Inflamed – Burning with fire. Interchangeable with Flammant.

Irradiated or Fulgent – Surrounded by rays. 

Jellopped – Used to describe the wattles of a cock when of a different tincture. 

Jessant – Shooting or giving forth. Most often seen as jessant-de-lis where a fleur-de-lis is seen issuing
from a feline head, the bottom of the fleur issuing from the mouth while the top rises behind the head. 



Langued – Used when the tongue of an animal is of a different tincture. 

Legged – When the legs of a bird are of a different tincture, though the more common term is 
Membered. 

Lined – This word is used in two senses, as the lining of a cloak and the leash of a bear or dog. 

Masoned – A term used to describe the lines between bricks on a castle or tower when of a different 
tincture. 

Membered – Refers to the legs of a bird when of a different tincture. 

Muzzled – Of bears and other animals when wearing a muzzle.

Nerved – When a leaf is veined of a different tincture. 

Pierced – Applied to any charge which has a hole in the middle. The hole will be round by default but 
may be cross, square, or lozenge pierced. 

Plenitude, in her – Also 'In her complement'. Said of the full moon with a face upon it. 

Queued – Used to designate when the tail of an animal is of a different tincture or in a position other 
than bent over the back. Double queued is often seen when the tail splits.

Quilled – Used to describe when the feather of a quill pen is a different tincture or when the quills of a 
porcupine are a different tincture. 

Radiant – Applied to ordinaries as well as charges such as the sun and clouds. Rays of light extending 
from it. 

Queued – Used to designate when the tail of an animal is of a different tincture or in a position other 
than bent over the back. Double queued is often seen when the tail splits.

Quilled – Used to describe when the feather of a quill pen is a different tincture or when the quills of a 
porcupine are a different tincture. 

Radiant – Applied to ordinaries as well as charges such as the sun and clouds. Rays of light extending 
from it. 

Rimmed – A collar having edges of another tincture. 

Rompu – Broken. Interchangeable with fracted. 

Rounded – of a mirror with the handle and edges of a different tincture. 

Sanglant – Bloody. Interchangeable with Embrued. 

Sans – Used to mark a charge as missing a piece. Such as a dragon sans wings or a lion sans ears. 



Serrated – Having a saw-like edge where there is not normally one. An arrow head serrated would be a
Pheon. 

Shafted – Applied tot he shaft of an arrow or the quill of a pen. 

Splendor, in his – A full sun with a face. 

Square pierced – Pierced with a square hole to show the field behind it. 

Stoned – A ring with a gem of a different tincture. Interchangeable with Gemmed. 

Stringed – Applied to bugle-horns, harps, bows, etc. when their strings are of a different tincture. 

Studded – Applied to a collar with studs of a different tincture. 

Supporting – Applied to animals holding up some other charge. A lion with a battle axe, a crane with a
stone, etc. 

Sustaining – An alternate term for Supporting. 

Tines – A stag's antlers when of a different tincture. 

Tipped – Occasionally used when the tips of a stag's horns are of a different tincture. 

Trian Aspect – Neither passant nor affronty, but turned between the two. Rarely used. (The best 
example would the the faces of presidents on money)

Truncated or Trunked – Applied to a tree or parts when couped. 

Tufted – Applied to antelope or goat when the tufts are of a different tincture. 

Unguled – Applied to cows, horses, etc. when their hooves are of a different tincture. 

Vambraced – Applied to a human arm when armored. 

Voided – Applied to any charge that has the middle removed to leave only an outline. The charge 
MUST be easily identified by the shape. 

Wattled – Of the wattles of a cock when of a different tincture. Interchangeable with Jelloped. 

Wounded – Vulned is much more comment but both express a bleeding creature. 



Chapter 6
Blazonry

Blazonry is where many potential Heralds balk and back away. It seems complex but it is just 
some jargon and a little bit of grammar. Yes, it takes a bit of effort at first but it is not as bad as it 
seems. Refer to the Illustrated Blazon Glossary for a full list of terms. Here we will focus on the 
structure of a blazon. 

Just as the device is designed in layers, it is described in layers from the field up. When properly
emblazoned, as you read it the image will be easily envisioned without any error. For this it is best to 
imagine the device on a square background. 

The order should be: 

1. The Field. If solid, the tincture. If parted, the name of the partition and its tinctures. A semy if one is 
used.

2. The ordinary if one is used.

3. The primary charge or charge group with any attitudes or attributes listed.

4. Secondary charges or charge groups.

5. Any charge surmounting ordinaries or other charges.

6. The sub-ordinary if one is used.

7. Charges surmounting the sub-ordinary.

8. Any ordinary or charge that is over all.

See, not too bad. Imagine each element is drawn on a piece of glass. Blazoning is simply listing 
the order everything is layered in to create the proper image. The next trick is that the tinctures can only
be mentioned once. If you must use the tincture name more than once in the blazon, depending on the 
order it appears, use 'of the first' or 'of the second' and so forth. 

Figuring out the proper order to blazon can be the real challenge at first. Learning to identify the
primary, secondary and tertiary charges will help a lot. It takes time but once you get the hang of it, it 
will be easy. 

As a general rule, blazon from the center out, from chief to base and from dexter to sinister. 
There may be some devices that make this difficult but that is part of the fun and the challenge!



For a simple example we shall use Count Duncan Stewart's device. 

Sable,

Sable, a Capricorn argent transversed

Translated: Black, a Sea-goat white backwards. 
Most charges will face the left, dexter, by default. When turned to face the right, sinister, they must be 
marked as such. 



For a slightly more complicated example, we will look to Mistress Saoirse Hawk's device.

Argent,

Argent, a celtic cross purpure



Argent, a celtic cross purpure environed by three triquetra of the second.

Translated: White, a celtic cross purple encircled by three triquetra purple.

Now, something even MORE complicated! For this we will use Mistress Dame Margaret MacDuff's
device.

Per Saltire Argent and Azure,



Per Saltire Argent and Azure, in pale six ermine spots sable

Per Saltire Argent and Azure, in pale six ermine spots sable and in fess two conjoined wings of the first.

Translated: Field is divided in an X white and blue, vertically six ermine spots and horizontally two
sets of wings.



For further information on blazoning, there are a number of books and websites that go over the
details in many different ways. Until you have had a lot of practice it will be easy to make mistakes 
(and I may have made some in my blazoning here. Mistress Dame Margaret MacDuff's ermine spots 
are uncommon as most would simply use an ermine fur – she has a specified number of spots. 


